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Makinex is an Australian owned private company that are experts in the design, development and distribution of
innovative solutions to the construction, landscaping, equipment hire, infrastructure and related industries.
✓ Makinex products are innovative, unique and differentiated to our competitors
✓ Products are designed to promote exceptional efficiency, saving time and money
✓ Makinex always looks towards continuous improvement in product development

PHT Forklift Attachment
Lift pallets and heavy cargo with ease
with the Powered Hand Truck Forklift
Attachment!

PHT – Sling Attachment
Transport heavy object with ease with
the Powered Hand Truck
Sling
Attachment

Powered Hand Truck (PHT)
The Makinex Powered Hand Truck PHT140, is a universal materials handling
solution that enables one person
operation to safely lift and load small
equipment or bulky goods weighing up to
309lbs (140kg). It provides a quick and
easy alternative to using a forklift or
tailgate loader for small loads.

PHT – Strap Frame Attachment
Transport heavy or fragile objects with
peace of mind with the Powered Hand
Truck Strap Frame Attachment

Hose 2 Go

Jackhammer Trolly

The Hose 2 Go – A constant pressure
water supply unit ideal for the Rental
Industry as a dust suppression tool and
portable water supply. No pump, no
electrics, and no battery needed!

The Makinex Jackhammer Trolley is an
innovative demolition tool for the fast and
easy removal of floor tiles, vinyl and cork
from concrete and wooden surfaces. It
can also be used to remove residue from
tile beds and for breaking rocks, blocks,
concrete and sandstone.
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Generator 16kw

Generator 9kw

Mixing Station

The Makinex Generator Range is a
robust, powerful and reliable solution for
providing power to equipment and tools,
floor grinding, welders and brick saws,
air compressors and a wide range of
applications. They are suitable for use in
rental yards, construction sites, and rural
areas, and offer a compact lightweight
option when moving the Generators
around on building sites as well as on
and off vehicles.

The Makinex Generator Range is a
robust, powerful and reliable solution for
providing power to equipment and tools,
floor grinding, welders and brick saws,
air compressors and a wide range of
applications. Having DUAL phase power,
this compact generator will get the job
done! They are suitable for use in rental
yards, construction sites, and rural
areas, and offer a compact lightweight
option when moving the Generators
around on building sites as well as on
and off vehicles.

Complete W/Collomix Xo6 (Mixer
included) Get the job done in half the
time, Fast mix & pour for self-levelling
cements, compounds & epoxies.

Dual Pressure Washer
2500psi

Dual Pressure Washer
4000psi

Floor Stripper

The Makinex Dual Pressure Washer
combines a rotary cleaner and wand
pressure washer in the one machine,
with the ease of swapping between them
at the turn of a handle. The water
pressure is fully adjustable from 1000psi
up to 2500psi.

The Makinex Dual Pressure Washer
combines a rotary cleaner and wand
pressure washer in the one machine,
with the ease of swapping between them
at the turn of a handle. The water
pressure is fully adjustable from 1000psi
up to 4000psi.

The Makinex Floor Stripper is a heavyduty industrial machine designed to
remove materials such as vinyl, glued
carpet, and cork from floors. It is an ideal
machine for contractors, hire & rental
companies, and renovators with its easy
tool-free setup, quiet operation and
minimal maintenance.
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